Pivigo is seeking two

Data Science Consultants
with start dates as soon as possible, one each for our London and Berlin offices.
Introduction
Pivigo is a fast expanding, VC-backed start-up in the London data science and AI scene.
Pivigo was named one of the Top Five Fast-growing Companies to Watch in 2017 by
Forbes, and we work with a wide range of companies, from FTSE100 corporates to the
freshest start-ups, on solving any and all people-related problems they may have within
Big Data. In 2014 we started Europe’s largest data science bootcamp (S2DS,
www.s2ds.org) and in 2017 we launched the data science marketplace, a unique
opportunity to connect data scientists with businesses.
Help us build one of the most exciting data science start-ups in Europe!
Responsibilities
• Attend sales meetings with the sales team and support their efforts
• Meet with prospective clients to brainstorm and propose projects
• Support clients in project set-up, advice on technologies and data sharing
• Support and mentor our S2DS teams
• Perform some internal data science research projects
What we look for
• An analytical degree (MSc or PhD)
• Excellent communication skills in writing and speaking
• Ability to manage stakeholder expectation and communication at all levels,
including C-suite
• A passion for solving our clients’ problems
• Proven analytical skills, including machine-learning
• Strong programming skills in Python, R and SQL required, additional languages
advantageous
• Good understanding of database solutions and options
• A self-motivated and ambitious team player, excited about being part of a small,
dynamic and fast-growing team
What’s in it for you
• Competitive package
• Opportunity to drive the development of the latest exciting tech product in the
data science space
• Be part of an extremely exciting journey with Pivigo and grow with the team
• Engage with our large and growing data science community
• Travel and networking with our London/Berlin team
• Choose your own tech, free cookies, and professional massages!
Apply by sending your CV and cover letter to jobs@pivigo.com
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